CONSTRUCTION FEATURE

AN AMBITIOUS PROJECT
INDIANA’S FIRST LEED CERTIFIED NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT
NICK DMITROVICH

C

onstruction is progressing on what will soon
be Indiana’s first LEED certified Neighborhood Development. Located in Highland, the new
Cardinal Campus will be a nine-acre professional
office park that will have an emphasis on sustainability and minimized environmental impact. Due
to its location and environmentally friendly features, the project has already become a magnet
for investment among several professional and
medical firms.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
The entire campus is carbon free. All mechanical
systems will be electric, and all of the rooftops
will be covered with solar photovoltaic panels.
Once complete, the campus will be home to eight
different facilities. Seven of them will be two-story, class-A office buildings that together will total
about 130,000 square feet. There will also
be a three-story boutique
hotel
and
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use index (EUI) by optimizing the building envelope and reducing energy demand, but a veterinary building has several needs that exceed those
of ordinary buildings.
“We designed the VOC with very high-performance mechanical systems and insulation well
above energy code. However, with dogs and cats
occupying this building we needed to provide a
THE VOC – NET ZERO ENERGY
The development’s key anchoring business is the much higher rate of air changes per hour than
Veterinary Orthopedic Center (VOC), located on would otherwise be the case, which translates to
the southeast corner of the campus. It is operated a higher EUI than you might expect,” Kirkby said.
by Dr. Claude Gendreau, who is also the owner To help solve that issue, the VOC was equipped
with a specialty energy efficient HVAC system
and developer of Cardinal Campus.
The VOC is a “net zero energy” facility, meaning – specifically, a VRF system (variable refrigerits energy demands are met by on-site renewable ant flow). Andrew Farmer, project manager with
sources. The building has no gas lines and is a CORE Construction, explained that standard
100% electric facility. Soon, it will receive LEED HVAC systems operate at all-or-nothing levels, or
Platinum certification, the highest level possible basically 0% or 100%. There’s no middle ground.
But a VRF system can modulate the output of the
(pending final USGBC review as of Aug. 2019).
Kirkby explained there were several distinct chal- system, giving as much capacity as necessary.
lenges in achieving “net zero” within the VOC. He Another challenge was finding enough space for
said that any “net zero” project begins with a strat- the number of solar panels required to power the
egy to reduce the facility’s energy building. The rooftops are relatively small, so can-

landscaped garden areas. “The owner of Cardinal
Campus had an ambitious vision: to create a master plan that utilized the most sustainable design
principals and technologies available, making it a
model for future developments,” said Tim Kirkby,
associate principal with Farr Associates.
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opies over the building entries helped expand the
square footage that was needed for the panels.
Other energy-saving components of the building include automatic LED lighting and systems designed to
monitor energy usage, which both help limit waste.

“GO WITH THE FLOW” REDEFINED
The grounds of Cardinal Campus boast other sustainable features in addition to those of the buildings, such
as permeable paving and bioretention landscapes.
“These features allow stormwater runoff from the roofs,
streets, and parking lots to percolate through the surface and into the ground below, to recharge groundwater, improve water quality, and reduce flooding,”
said Tom Price, principal civil engineer/hydrologist
and partner with Conservation Design Forum.
A pervious paver system also eliminates the need for an
onsite retention pond and maximizes available space.
This kind of system is rare among commercial projects.
“Sometimes you can find brick paver systems like this
on high end residential projects, but it is a unique innovation to see a pervious system like this on the scale of
a project like Cardinal Campus,” Farmer said.
The campus also has bioretention areas that make up its
parking lot islands. Storm water from the building rooftops will be carried to these islands via gutter systems.

CONSTRUCTION PARTNERS
OWNER CG Indiana Holdings, LLC
GENERAL CONTRACTOR CORE Construction
ARCHITECT Farr Associates
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING SP Engineering
MEP ENGINEERING dbHMS
CONCRETE Kevin Nugent Construction
MASONRY RAMCORP
FIRE PROTECTION Valley Fire Protection
HVAC Amber Mechanical
PLUMBING & GAS PIPING St. John Plumbing
ELECTRIC Sweney Electric Co. Inc.
CARPENTRY Huggett-Betten Corporation
ROOFING Gluth Brothers

STRUCTURAL STEEL
Omega Steel & Contractor Supply
WOOD TRUSSES OKAW Trusses
EXCAVATION/SITE UTILITIES
Grimmer Construction Inc
SURVEYING Weaver Consultants Group
TESTING Alt & Witzig Engineering, Inc.
LEED CONSULTING Via Technik
ASPHALT PAVING Olson Construction
FLOORING Kingston Tile Company
PAINTING Five Sar Decorating
STOREFRONT/GLAZING Trout Glass & Mirror
DOORS/FRAMES/HARDWARE
Block Iron and Supply Company Inc.
ELEVATOR Schindler Group

INVESTMENT ROLLS IN
Several leading companies have already committed
to establishing locations at Cardinal Campus. Notably, they include several medical and professional
firms. Urologic Specialists of Northwest Indiana, for
example, is already open for business at the campus.
Lakeshore Bone and Joint Institute are set to complete
their buildout and open this fall. And recently, the national law firm of Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith LLP
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ICRA
signed a lease.
Town Council President Steve Wagner said that
Highland officials are enthusiastic about the kinds
of professionally oriented investments that Cardinal Campus is generating.
“We’re very pleased with the progress on Cardinal
Campus,” Wagner said. “Companies are coming
in to invest, purchasing space in the buildings rather than leasing them [in some cases] and becoming true stakeholders. Also, these are generally

REGIONAL
CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS**

professional companies, which brings new variety is pre-leased or pre-sold ahead of construction.
to Highland’s business profile and offers great po- There’s a lot more to come, and the project could
tential.”
easily become a trendsetter as other environmentally conscientious owners take notice. Perhaps
most clearly, this project proves that sustainably is
MORE TO COME
The project’s first phase, encompassing three ini- very achievable among commercial building projtial buildings, is due to complete soon. For the next ects. So, it’s safe to say we haven’t heard the last
phase, the construction schedule and number of of Cardinal Campus or what future buildings it will
buildings will be determined based on demand. inspire.
Phase two could potentially start next year as space

SOLAR PANELS
COVER THE ROOF

Infection Control Risk Assessment
Best Practices in Healthcare Construction
Need Carpenters trained in containing pathogens, protecting
staff and patients, and working without disrupting operations?
Form a partnership with the Indiana/Kentucky/Ohio Regional
Council of Carpenters to raise the bar on patient safety.

RECYCLED
ALUMINUM
CANOPY

Construction ICRA was developed in collaboration with construction experts and
Hospital Environmental Health Specialists from across the conutry to

ERECT, MAINTAIN, and DISASSEMBLE ICRA Barriers.

OPTIMIZED
MEP SYSTEMS
ELECTRIC VEHICLE
CHARGING STATION
DYNAMIC DIMMING
LED LIGHTING

CENTRAL OPEN
STAIRCASE*

PERVIOUS PAVING
SYSTEM
* Designed to encourage occupants to bypass the elevator.
** Materials were extracted and manufactured within a 500-mile radius.
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PROTECTING PATIENTS, STAFF, AND THE PUBLIC
1,700,000

LEED
“WALKABLE STREETS”
CRITERIA

patients suffer with healthcare
associated infection in the USA

90,000

deaths occur in healthcare facilities
every year due to secondary infections
contracted during their stays

BIORETENTION
LANDSCAPES
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